3 MILLION CLIMATE JOBS
This is a manifesto for climate jobs. In 2014 we published "1 Million
Climate Jobs" as a pamphlet aimed at workers. With the help of
experts and trade unionists we set out how we could turn the UK
economy round to tackle climate change, and create a million jobs.
A lot has changed since 2014, in particular Brexit and Covid, but the
need for serious and planned climate action is greater than ever,
while time is running out. We are convinced that to effect the kind
of change that we need to avert disaster, will now require something
like 3 million workers dedicated to energy saving and renewable
energy works.
The original pamphlet covered all areas of the economy, including
energy production, transport, agriculture. A new version would need
to do all that, and include more on biodiversity, as well as
recognising the different economies of Scotland Wales and Northern
Ireland.
And it would need to take on board the lessons of Covid and of
Grenfell Tower.
But some big businesses are already working with the British
government to try to shape any "recovery" if or when Covid comes
under control. And the air is thick with partial proposals, some of
which could be a disastrous waste of money, others which don't go
anywhere like far enough and would need redoing in a few years.
For these reasons we are publishing "Building Jobs" first.
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1. The Goal
This is about jobs in "retrofitting" (upgrading) homes, public
buildings and businesses to reduce their energy use, and for building
better new ones. We will need at least 1,000,000 workers for 25
years. Most of them will be construction workers, of all kinds.
These workers will draught proof and insulate homes and buildings
so they use less energy, and are more comfortable and healthy to
live in. There are lots of new approaches and bright ideas for saving
energy in homes. We will concentrate on those with a proven
record, making sure we use the right kind of insulation for each
building, and that it's easy to heat and ventilate properly.
Where appropriate the workers will also install local renewable or
"low carbon" heat and energy sources in buildings, and on the roofs.
Together with "green" electricity from the grid these will, over time,
replace gas boilers and other fossil fuel heating for most people.
The goal is to make buildings all-electric wherever possible, and
reduce energy use so we can meet the demand from renewable
energy, and reduce CO2 emissions to net zero.
Since the first edition of this pamphlet the National Grid has
succeeded in "decarbonising" significantly. In 2008, 80% of our
electricity came from fossil fuels, by 2018 it was less than half 1
But that still leaves a lot of fossil fuel power to replace, and at the
same time we will be needing electricity for many other things
which used to be powered by coal gas or oil (eg making steel).
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And with so much electricity needed in every neighbourhood, the
existing grid will struggle to meet demand if that demand isn't
reduced.
Scientists commissioned by the government's Committee on Climate
Change have estimated that we need to reduce overall electricity
demand from the grid to 60% of current levels, even while we scale
up using electricity for industry and transport2.
So we need to do three things:
1.
2.
3.

reduce the amount of energy our buildings use & lose
supply that energy in the form of electricity
generate as much of that on or near the building as possible

Residential buildings currently contribute 22% of greenhouse gases
(mostly CO2 from burning gas, both in the home and in power
stations) - in 2019 that was 99 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent. So
we begin with homes.
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2. Homes
We already know that using the best appliances (like induction hobs
for cooking) and fittings (like LED lights) we can cut electricity used
for lighting and power dramatically.
Three quarters3 of emissions from houses and flats, though, are
caused by energy used for central heating and hot water. To reduce
this we need to draught-proof and thoroughly insulate the buildings,
and replace inefficient boilers with new heat sources. This can cut
the amount of energy used to heat homes by more than 60%4 saving
carbon emissions & money at the same time. We can also reduce
the energy used for hot water in a number of ways.
START WITH A SURVEY AND A PLAN
The first step will be to send in trained National Climate Service
energy assessors5 to determine what work can be done in each
home (see below for a note on training). Most older houses in
Britain are leaky because they were built to be heated by open fires.
If they are sealed to avoid heat loss, one common problem is that
the house becomes damp because the reduction in ventilation
encourages condensation. Each house needs careful assessment and
planning before refurbishment.
And any retrofit needs to be "wholehouse" - taking into account the
knock on effects of improving one area, and making sure it doesn't
lead to new problems. "Modelling" - using software and information
from previous schemes to predict what might happen if you added
insulation or new windows, can help with this. We talk more about
pitfalls below.
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STANDARDS
The Passivhaus Institute (PHI) has been at the forefront of
modelling, building and monitoring low energy homes. Its standard
for heating energy use in new "Passivhaus" homes is 15kwh per m2
of floorspace, per year - existing homes use on average2
150kwh/m2/yr - ten times as much.
PH have a standard for retrofit (the "EnerPHit" standard) of 25kwh
per m2 per year. We propose to aim for this as our "gold" standard
for NCS retrofit. That would achieve an average reduction of more
than 80% of the energy used for heating.
But we know we won't achieve this for all homes, some are more
difficult to insulate highly, so we need a "banded" approach. We
have detailed a proposal for this 4 but a simple way of looking at it
would be as follows.
Band A
One third of the UK's buildings - those built since 1930 and found
suitable - get the full wholehouse retrofit work, with a target energy
used on heating of 25kwh/m2/year (this is the same as the
Passivhaus "EnerPHit" standard6) which would reduce typical CO2
emissions from heating by more than 80%
Band B
Another third - those built since 1930 which are more difficult to
improve - get a slightly lower level of work, but still wholehouse, and
are set a target of 40kwh/m2/year (this is the same as the AECB
Building Standard7) which would reduce typical CO2 emissions from
heating by over 70%.
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Band C
The last third of our buildings - mostly those built before 1930,
which are very old and hard to improve - get a lower, simpler level of
retrofit, and an easier target of 100kwh/m2/year, a reduction of 50%
Exactly which buildings are in which band will depend on the energy
assessment, and because band C buildings are so bad in energy
terms, the simpler works - loft insulation new windows
draughtproofing and installing trickle vents and extract fans - will
save a lot of energy.
But using this approach and the average figures we know, we arrive
at an overall energy saving for space heating, of about 65%.
HOT WATER
We are using more energy for this than we thought. More of us
shower now but showers have become very powerful, so it's
possible for a family of four to spend 32kwh/m2/year on just
showering if everyone did it once a day8 .
Apart from being aware of this , we can reduce the energy used by:
1. making sure hot water pipes and storage are well insulated
2. reducing flow rates from taps, showers and toilets (similar to
new homes)
3. using "wastewater heat recovery" systems where cost
effective (to capture some of the heat that is literally going
down the drain)
4. adding solar thermal tubes or panels to heat (or "pre-heat")
water
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5. having a separate ground source heat pump for hot water (so
it can work efficiently to deliver the right temperature water)
- this is likely to be cost-effective for groups of homes
We look at items 4 and 5 below in the section on renewables and allelectric heating.
Even with these measures we know that hot water use won't be
drastically different so we won't be able to reduce the energy used
for hot water by as much as for heating.
Tenants of new low energy homes in Nottingham have been given
an "allowance" of hot water of 140 litres per day per home, for
which they pay a low, flat-rate charge - that model might work to
help us reduce unnecessary energy use in this area.
OTHER ("UNREGULATED") ENERGY USE
We are also using energy for lighting, appliances and sockets as well
as ventilation systems. Some of these things can vary a lot from
home to home. As noted at the beginning there are many ways of
reducing this.
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OVERALL ENERGY USE IN HOMES - WHAT CAN WE ACHIEVE?
Passivhaus and the AECB have targets for overall energy use of
between 60 and 75kwh/m2/year. That compares with an estimated
230kwh/m2/year for an average house before retrofit, so a possible
overall energy saving of more than 70% for the best improvements.
But because some homes can't be retrofitted to the highest
standards, and household needs vary, we have estimated the overall
energy reduction possible for homes to be 50%.
This will make a big contribution to getting us to zero carbon in
itself- taking out about 11% of the total current greenhouse gas
emissions9 - that's 50 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent.
But as the national grid gets more of its energy from renewable
sources10 that remaining 50 million tonnes emitted will gradually
decrease.
We talk below about how renewable energy built onto our homes
can help to further reduce emissions to zero, and free up electricity
for other uses such as green transport.
But first we need to stop losing heat.
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INSULATION - ROOFS
The most direct way to save energy in a home is to use insulation to
reduce the heat lost.
In houses this can usually be easily added to a loft space, which is
particularly vulnerable to losing heat. Many houses already have
some loft insulation, but at least 8 million11 have much less than is
needed. Flat blocks are not as easy but can have insulation upgraded
when it becomes time to replace the roof coverings.
Energy assessors will survey the roofs along with the rest of the
building, to decide whether any basic repairs are needed. Climate
change means roofs in particular are put under immense pressure as
rainfall gets more intense and unpredictable, so this is an
opportunity to prepare homes for the future in every way.
That means that where necessary the roof covering or - more rarely
- timbers or other structure - will also be replaced. In all cases
ventilation needs to considered at the same time.
WINDOWS
Alongside roofs, windows lose a lot of heat. Directly, and through
the gaps around the frames. There are still about 2 million homes
with single glazing, and another 2 million with only half the windows
double-glazed. And even the homes that have been fully doubleglazed could benefit massively from new windows, which are now
commonly triple-glazed (and keep in twice as much heat as doubleglazed)
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The energy assessor can look at your home and recommend
improvements, ranging from plugging air gaps and draught-stripping
the windows, to replacement windows, or adding "secondary
glazing" (where for example you can't change the original windows)
VENTILATION
"No insulation without ventilation". The warmer our homes get, the
more we need to find safe and comfortable ways to keep them
ventilated. Most of our existing double-glazed windows don't even
have the background "trickle-vents" they are supposed to under the
Building Regulations (see below for a note on inspectors). Ventilating
right will mean usable windows but also for a lot of homes , high
quality fan systems which can also be made to recover the heat from
stale air as it is expelled. These can cost thousands of pounds but in
return you get comfort, reliability, and quietness - important
because noise is one reason why people turn their existing (minimal,
cheap) fans off.
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WALLS
Another major source of heat loss is through the walls. Many houses
built since the 1930s have cavity walls, and some of these have been
filled with insulation from the outside with the aim of saving energy.
Unfortunately a large number of such installations have failed
because the cavity has been bridged, allowing moisture into the
house, with mould and damp inside as a result. We now know more
about these dangers, and National Climate Service assessors will be
able advise on whether such insulation is present and needs to be
removed. A dry cavity however is a useful barrier against moisture,
and the air itself provides some insulation.
To provide the level of insulation we need, new insulation has to be
applied inside or outside.
Applying it outside usually works better but needs careful detailing
(design) especially round windows and pipes, and where it meets
the ground or roof. Many of the common problems with badly
installed insulation happen at these points where a "cold bridge"
(weak spot) allows damp and mould growth inside. Other problems
can come when you use materials that don't allow moisture to
"breathe" out (for more on this see the technical annex)
Done properly it's a "blanket" round your home, and can allow the
walls inside to absorb heat and help to keep temperatures stable in
winter and in summer.
One version of this are the "Energiesprong" schemes (see below)
where whole insulated outer walls are made in factories. These can
be installed quickly and the feedback so far is good.
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Applying insulation inside can be easier, especially if current local
planning rules don't allow you to change the outside appearance,
but it needs to be done with just as much care. We have learned the
hard way that only a "breathable" solution is safe. That means using
materials that keep warmth in but let the water vapour - coming off
us or in the outside air - find its way out instead of getting trapped in
the wall where it can feed mould growth.
In both cases you need to decide beforehand what to do about your
windows - replacing the frames after insulating the walls can be
hard. It's part of the energy assessor's job to give solid advice on this
(see the technical annex for more discussion on methods and
materials)
FLOORS
Timber "suspended" floors in older houses can be upgraded simply,
though the actual work involved is more detailed and has to be done
thoroughly.
The floor is checked (floorboards temporarily removed) and repaired
if necessary, then a sheet material is draped between the joists
allowing you to put insulation between them.
Though the work is fiddly the results in terms of comfort and energy
saving are very good.
Concrete floors are harder. You can add insulation on top but only
where you can tolerate the floor level rising. Or remove the floor
and replace it, with an insulating /insulated limecrete or hempcrete
floor.
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GETTING THE JOB DONE
In some areas it makes sense to do all these jobs together. A team of
National Climate Service building workers can put up scaffolding
down a row of houses. Then they go in as a team, work quickly, and
do all the necessary jobs in one go. This cuts labour time and
reduces the inconvenience so long as it is done sensitively and with
expertise.
This ‘group’ approach has been used to great effect in some places
where public funding has been available. with estimated cost savings
of about 30% over house-by-house approaches12. The work can be
phased so that the worst stock is done first, and the most people are
helped first.
The overall organisation of projects needs to be planned in an
accountable way, so everyone knows why some homes are "in" and
some are not, in each batch. Because they are democratically
elected, and know a lot about local buildings either because they
own them, or through planning and building control officers, we
think local councils need to coordinate the bringing forward of
homes to be retrofitted.
And because councils still own millions of homes, they (and Housing
Associations) can also start sensible scaled-up schemes sooner on
their own properties, and lead the way for other projects to follow.
Nottingham and Devon are two of the councils that are already
doing this. Public buildings owned by government can do the same.
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ENERGIESPRONG & PREFABRICATION
One version of this is Energiesprong 12, a system which has been
used for over ten years in the Netherlands, and 3 years in the UK,
which involves
•
•
•
•
•
•

doing a group of homes together (10 were done as the first
UK pilot)
new insulated walls made in factories delivered to site
new insulated roofs with pv panels
a detailed design for insulating floors and joining everything
together
low carbon heat sources like ground source heat pumps,
usually two to supply heating and hot water to the group of
homes
a 30-year performance guarantee

This system is likely to work best in terraces or groups of similar
homes, with a single owner.
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Elsewhere it might make more sense to have a base in a particular
area and identify all the properties requiring loft insulation, window
replacement etc. The "base" could be an office in an empty shop or
a portakabin, where you know you can find the people responsible
for designing, planning, and carrying out the work.
Here right is a diagram from Bristol based on retrofitting groups of 5
houses at a time, and spreading the work around in phases so that
in a given year properties all around the city were being worked on,
and no single street was an absolute building site. This is just one
option, which works better for narrow streets of older houses. More
suburban areas with driveways can be more flexible.
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Where a lot of work needs to happen in one home at the same time
some people may need temporary accommodation, and many more
will need temporary storage (for example, for the stuff that's been
kept in the loft which now needs insulating). This can be planned so
that it's in the same neighbourhood.
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THE NUMBERS
The principles are clear, but the numbers are staggering. Because we
have left it so long, the work we have to do now is much greater
than it would have been, and the time we have to do it in is much
less.
Speaking at the Passivhaus 2020 conference, Scottish architect Sarah
Lewis said we would need to start 500,000 retrofits at the same
time, and allowing 6 months for completion, and an average of 4
workers full time in each house or flat, that would allow 1 million
homes to be done each year, and require 2 million workers working
all year long. And this would need to go on for over 20 years, to
cover all the worst performing homes.
We think in broad terms that is right, however the 6 month contract
period is based on a full "gold" standard EnerPHit approach, where
you strip the building down to it's bones and rebuild it so there are
no cold bridges or draughts as you insulate and add new services.
We already noted that for a portion of UK homes this approach
wouldn't be appropriate in the relatively short time we have before
2050. Those "Band C" homes would still have a plan for the future,
and get any urgent fabric repairs done (eg roofs), but the only
energy measures in the first phase of our program would be loft
insulation, replacement windows, and draught stopping, together
with the installation of effective mechanical and natural ventilation,
and simple replacements like LED light fittings. This level of overhaul
could be done in a much shorter timescale, provided time is allowed
for assessment and drawing up a shopping list of works, some to be
done in future.
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Taken together we think that a 25 year programme to retrofit the 23
million homes built before the year 2000 is realistic, if they are
divided into different levels of retrofit. We have broken down the
number of workers required for different parts of this job in the
summary below.
PROPER PLANNING AND PREPARATION
The local council will usually be the best organisation to coordinate
this work - for example, to plan which homes are done when provided the system is kept simple and we know who is responsible
for what, and there is proper planning and consultation with
residents. Tenants and owners need to be involved with the NCS
assessors from the start, and all workers trained - and paid properly.
In some cases existing tenants' or residents' coops can become the
"client" for the NCS scheme, for example in a housing development
which people have built themselves.
Time needs to be allowed for planning. Politicians are fond of
"shovel-ready" projects because they want quick results to show off,
and (as Covid has shown) speed can also be an excuse to push
contracts in the direction of big companies who are friendly with
ministers or good at PR but not necessarily equipped for the careful
work needed.
Apart from the energy assessors, the retrofit designers and building
project managers and the carpenters, plumbers, electricians and
other building workers needed, we will also need administrators to
make these projects work.
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To plan the programmes, to make sure that everything is thought of,
that everyone is kept informed, that homes are ready for work when
the builders arrive, and that snags are dealt with and learned from.
Each home will need a different combination of insulation, glazing,
draught proofing, boiler replacement, solar hot water and other
suitable technologies. Households will save a lot of money on bills
over the years, but we propose that the work be done for free. A
piecemeal approach relying on private funding is discriminatory and
has been shown to be ineffective.
For this to work - like the NHS - it needs to be "free at the point of
use". But it also needs to be voluntary, with everyone who signs up
fully clear and happy. Once it starts to show results then those who
had doubts will be able to sign up too.
COVID AND HOMES
The pandemic has hit people who live in overcrowded conditions
worst, and those who don't have access to private outdoor space.
The climate retrofit could be an opportunity to improve the
situation, either during the retrofit (if it is easy to extend homes or
create access to more outdoor space) or by drawing up a shopping
list of changes for later action. The single biggest one will be making
sure everyone gets a decent amount of indoor and outdoor space.
COOLING AND FLOODING
As temperatures rise we will need to give more thought to cooling,
and protection from flooding for existing and new buildings. We
address this briefly in the technical annex.
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3. Public Buildings and Businesses
We turn now to non-domestic buildings – all the buildings that are
not homes or factories. These include office buildings, hospitals,
shops, restaurants, warehouses, schools and many more.
At the time of writing, the question of how these buildings will be
used in the future has been opened up by the covid pandemic. We
will look at the building types as they were, and suggest adaptations
where relevant.
Public and commercial buildings differ a great deal from one another
in the ways they use energy. A school, an office building full of
computers, a restaurant and a supermarket are very different.
Industrial buildings can present quite different issues.
OFFICES
For offices especially, overheating is often a major problem. People
and IT equipment generate an enormous amount of heat, and lots
of glass can add to this problem in summer or sunny weather.
As a result many buildings are air conditioned – some of them yearround. Electricity for air conditioning generates vast amounts of
CO2. Air-conditioning installed or used wrongly could also increase
risks of transmitting covid and other infections.
In addition, one third of energy used in commercial buildings is used
for lighting, sometimes needed during the day where windows let in
too much glare.
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The same buildings can leak a lot of heat in the winter and feel cold
for the people working in them.
The increasing energy efficiency of IT and lighting equipment will
reduce the problem of overheating. But office buildings still stand
out for their energy use. A typical13 office block in 2011 used
200kwh/m2/year. IT intensive blocks can use much more. In-house
servers can use more electricity than the aircon system.
Private offices aren't required to state their energy use so first step
would be to estimate that then assess what can be done to improve
them.
Germany has a 20 year track record of upgrading office blocks, one
case study14 reduced energy use from 600 to 100kw/m2/year. This
was done by installing "2+1" windows with a blind built into the
middle to deal with glare (and allow better use of natural light),
external wall insulation, a better airconditioning system with heat
recovery. Getting rid of air leaks meant the aircon only needed to
deliver 20,000 m3 per hour instead of the 250,000m2 it had before.
The new heating system had storage tanks which could be night
cooled in the summer to help cooling overall.
Not all solutions need to be so technical but we think it is possible to
reduce existing office energy use by 50% overall, to an average of
100kw/m2/year. This will need an average of 500,000 workers for
each of the next 25 years.
Local renewables can then help provide the remaining energy. The
large roof spaces of many public and commercial buildings provide
scope for big - and therefore cost-effective - pv panel arrays. Whre
the roof structure allows it these panels can now be mounted on
stilts to allow planting for to insects and birds.
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Together with
renewable energy
from the grid this will
allow all the energy to
be powered by green
electricity, and cut
total CO2 emissions
by 95%.

At the same time, if offices are occupied less densely or less often
than before covid, the road is open to a different way of using
buildings.
In city centres this may mean converting offices so part of the space
is used to create healthy comfortable workspaces (with plenty of
room to isolate from others if necessary) together with meeting
spaces which can be hired or rented by subscription, so you can
meet someone in a city centre even if you are mostly working from
home. The rest of the space might be allocated to housing or other
uses, so in general people are closer to all the things they need and
the need for transport is reduced.
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SCHOOLS
State schools in England alone currently spend £600 million on
energy bills15, the second biggest item after salaries16. 52 charities
and campaign groups have written to Chancellor Richie Sunak calling
for a program of zero carbon retrofit for schools as a priority for
green recovery16. He has offered £1 billion spread over 50 schools that leaves nearly 25,000 more to do.
The government's own report from 2016 shows schools using
approximately 190kwh/m2/year and says there is potential for 45%
reduction of this with investment17.
The problems are clear but we don't yet have a track record of
energy retrofitting school buildings. About 20% are pre second world
war, but most were built between 1945 and the noughties 18. The
type of buildings, and the activities within them, present special
issues.
These have been tackled in Europe, and there are case studies19 and
guides showing what can be done20. And St Sophia's primary near
Kilmarnock has just this summer started on its way to an EnerPHit
refurbishment21.
In the first instance, management can make a big difference.
National Climate Service energy assessors can work with school staff
and pupils to make better use of energy, and this can cut use
dramatically. Understanding how the buildings use energy is
important to make sure that any retrofit works properly.
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Home Farm School in Essex simply covered its courtyard and
installed a "building management system" to make the services
more efficient (eg by switching off or turning down heating when
not needed) and achieved a 94% saving in gas use22.
Then the energy assessor can look at the whole fabric and propose
improvements. Many of the post-war schools will have some form of
cladding which can be removed and replaced with a better
insulating build-up, designed to allow moisture to be vented
outwards. Others will need a new layer of external wall insulation.
Some - for example Victorian buildings with complicated and
protected facades - can only have internal insulation, or maybe the
walls have to be left as they are and the work focused on other
areas.
Roofs can be improved by adding insulation, either when the roof is
replaced or on top of existing if detailed correctly - the method will
depend on whether the roof is pitched or flat, with flat roofs also
offering the opportunity for pv panels and planting.
Triple-glazed windows can be installed in most cases, and these can
include coatings or blinds built in to tackle glare - though there are
other ways to do this.
As with homes, preventing unwanted draughts can save a lot of
energy. Adding "thermal mass" where there are only lightweight
materials - for example by installing a hempcrete floor - can help
retain warmth for later in the day, or "coolth" from the night in
summer. Stabilising temperatures is important, anyone who has
been taught in a lightweight temporary classroom in the 70s and 80s
will be aware of how cold and how hot these can get.
With a wholeschool assessment results can be dramatic overall.
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A 2013 study from the Frauenhofer Institute of Building Physics 19
stated that by improving the fabric, building services and adding
local renewable energy, the (grid and fossil fuel) energy
consumption of German schools could be cut by 80%.

Cartoon from Lewisham school retrofit project with RAFT
https://www.retrofitaction.org.uk/
illustration by Owen Pomery
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OTHER BUILDINGS
As noted the retrofit needs of other buildings will vary. In some
cases the energy use will currently be dramatic (eg care homes
without properly insulated walls and roofs) and so will the
reduction.
There will be special issues and opportunities with big "sheds" like
railway stations supermarkets & warehouses. Changed patterns of
living and eating can help reduce cooling loads, and natural or low
energy cooling can be brought in, with large roofs again allowing pv
panels to be used at scale.
Other buildings such as newer swimming pools or industrial units
may be better but still benefit from assessment. Knowledge from
workers who use all these buildings will help to decide what is
working and what needs changing. Exeter Council is starting a
(newbuild) Passivhaus swimming pool & leisure centre which will
help to show what can be done.
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4. New Buildings
It is much easier to save energy and cut emissions in new buildings.
Regulations and standards can insist that new homes and public or
commercial buildings are built to near-zero carbon energy standards.
Energy and CO2 standards for new buildings are covered by Part L of
the Building Regulations. The UK government consulted on updating
these at the beginning of 2020 but the proposed revisions are totally
inadequate, and leave the way open to poor quality housing patched
up with expensive equipment and reliant on using more of the
"greener" electricity. Building industry technical bodies like the
campaigning group LETI23 and the engineers' group CIBSE 24 have
lambasted the proposals as "likely to result in a step backwards, in a
climate where we need a huge leap forward" and nearly 10,000
technical workers signed a petition to ask the government to start
again. Both organisations gave clear guidance on what we DO need and the central part of that is to insist on the highest insulation
standards for building "fabric".
The National Climate Service is based on implementing these higher
standards. To this end we will be calling on all new homes offices
and schools to have a:
maximum heating and cooling energy use of
maximum overall energy use of
(homes)
(offices)
(schools)

15kwh/m2/year
35kwh/m2/year
55kwh/m2/year
65kwh/m2/year

And that these figures are to be achieved without counting in on-site
renewable energy (which should be a bonus).
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This standard - proposed by LETI in an excellent guide 25 - is also in
line with Passivhaus standards, and is reguarly achieved by PH
buildings in the UK and abroad. We already have 11 Passivhaus
schools and many more on the way in the UK, together with nearly a
thousand other buildings.
Setting the standard means a "level playing field" for industry, and
will encourage all those companies and individuals who are trying to
provide better products and services26 (see here Wilmott Dixon's
note from back in 2011 getting ready for zero carbon by 2016)

And because the standards are more demanding they will also mean
more jobs.
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The increased cost of building to these standards is coming down all
the time. In 2014 when we published the previous version of this
pamphlet it was 20% - now it is calculated at less than 10% more,
provided the project is planned to achieve this standard from the
beginning.
In particular the Passivhaus standards - which go hand-in-hand with
intense quality control and monitoring - should be adopted as the
best way for most new homes to meet climate targets.
A study from Leeds Beckett University in 2014 found that brand new
houses used 40% more energy than they were designed to. If we
carry on building as we are now then today's new buildings will
become tomorrow's retrofits - a real waste of time and money.
Instead we can create comfortable healthy low energy homes and
other buildings we can be proud of.
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5. Electrification and Renewable Energy on Site
We talked at the beginning about needing to do three things:
1. reduce the amount of energy our buildings use & lose
2. supply that energy in the form of electricity
3. generate as much of that on or near the building as possible
We've looked at how we can reduce the energy buildings use and
lose above. Now we look at how we supply the remaining energy we
do still need, using electricity wherever possible, and generating
some of that "on-site" 27.
The more we can do that, the less the demand we place on the
national grid, leaving more electricity for other uses.
SPACE HEATING - HEAT PUMPS & OTHER OPTIONS
Provided the buildings are well insulated and properly ventilated,
"ground source" heat pumps can take advantage of the low-level
warmth in the ground and provide space heating. By putting in a
little electricity to pump refrigerant liquid round a circuit, they can
upgrade that warmth - like a refrigerator working backwards.
To work properly they need to be carefully installed and the heat
needs to be delivered by underfloor heating or extra-large radiators
- one reason why they work best for new homes and similar
buildings, and they need at least some garden space for the coils to
be buried in.
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"AIr-source" heat pumps are less efficient, but easier to put in. Many
have been sold to people living in uninsulated homes, giving them
big electricity bills and failing to reduce energy use.
Other buildings - a minority - may need to use biofuels (burning
timber that is grown sustainably, so the net CO2 impact is reduced)
or "green" hydrogen (created using renewable electricity, when wind
or sun power is high but demand is low, for example). Hydrogen
doesn't give off CO2 when it is used to create heat.
NCS energy assessors will help agree what is best for each building.
HOT WATER
Solar hot water or solar thermal collectors have improved, the best
ones are now vacuum tubes with dark pipes inside which can be set
to catch maximum sunlight. Mounted on roofs, even on a cloudy day
they collect some warmth, and can massively reduce the amount of
electricity needed provide hot water in buildings - on sunnier days
they can provide all the hot water for some homes.
But not all buildings have enough roof space, so the energy for hot
water will need "topping up". This could be from the grid, but there
are other options.
In Nottingham two ground source heat pumps were installed in the
retrofit of a terrace of ten houses, one for space heating and one for
hot water. Taking advantage of having a group of homes this
arrangement meant that each pump could work at optimum
temperature.
So in this way a smaller amount of grid electricity could provide a
larger amount of heat and hot water.
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PV PANELS
Mounted on or built into roofs, and sometimes walls, these supply
electricity which can contribute to any of the building's needs. To
work efficiently they need to face south, south-east or south-west.
Some buildings - semi or detached houses for example - can have a
lot of panels and so meet a lot of their needs, others like blocks of
flats much less.
In any case the panels will need transformers to convert the
electricity to usable voltage, and either an arrangement with the
grid or a method of storing energy, when it isn't needed. We would
be looking to install these wherever possible as part of the retrofit
works, to minimise the disruption.
LOCAL WIND & WATER POWER
Wind turbines aren't effective in towns and cities, they need to be
out in the open. But for people living on exposed hillsides or on
some houseboats they can make a valuable contribution to
electricity needs.
Water power has a long history in the British Isles, driving the first
industrial revolution (until the coal industry took over). In some
places this can play a valuable part in electricity supply. Bristol's
Netham Weir Hydro project is one example in progress28.
This electricity would be shared, and that would be the key to
making wind and water power help on a local level, in rural and
other suitable areas.
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OTHER DECENTRALISED ENERGY
District heating systems and "combined heat and power" (CHP) units
which produce heat and electricity locally may also play a role in
meeting energy needs without stressing the grid - see technical
annex.
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6. Training
There are thousands of experts working in the UK who understand
the techniques and difficulties of successful retrofit. There are
hundreds of builders who have learned this expertise - but we need
hundreds of thousands, as well as more designers and assessors.
Organisations like the CITB with Environment Study Centre have a
NOCN level 3 course; AECB , Futureproof, the Retrofit Academy and
the Carbon Co-op all run courses which can be taken by specialist
builders, as well as courses aimed at assessors and designers. For
newbuild as well as retrofit, the Passivhaus Trust runs a certified
tradesperson scheme.
We need to give these training organisations more resources but to
scale the process up we need a systematic overhaul of FE
construction training and apprenticeships, so that ten of thousands
of places on good climate construction courses are available
everywhere, and these are followed up by relevant apprenticeships
and jobs in the NCS and elsewhere. We know that many of the
retrofit and low carbon construction experts will be very keen to
spread their knowledge and help this expansion.
We need to equip a generation of construction workers to
understand better how buildings work, and the principles of
wholehouse energy retrofit.
That means specific new training for building workers - heating
engineers, plumbers & electricians who will be putting in new kinds
of services; carpenters who can repair, rehang joists so they don't
make cold bridges, & create routes for ductwork; dry liners &
plasterers who can also install breathable systems; bricklayers &
roofers who may be altering as much as replacing the fabric;
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groundworkers who may be helping to install new natural cooling for
office buildings or better water disposal to reduce flooding, & more.
We will also need training for energy assessors, retrofit designers ,
site project managers and building inspectors.
And we can't scale up to this overnight, so we need to allow
"planning and training time" 29 before the first retrofits, and plan to
build up from a modest number to the maximum over the first years
of the scheme. Each successful retrofit should train more workers to
lead further jobs.
BUILDING INSPECTORS
At the moment the enforcement of building regulations on energy
use (and other areas like fire safety) is left to inspectors - mostly
private - paid by the builder, and the pressure to be "flexible" in
favour of reducing standards is great. This is combined with a big
workload which doesn't allow inspectors to visit sites as often as in
the past.
To add to the existing 8,000 inspectors we will train and employ new
inspectors to reach a total of 20,000 for the UK. The new inspectors
will be added to local authority building control departments, and
be given the resources to track progress on site, and stringent
powers to enforce the regulations. We will propose laws to make
private "approved inspectors" more independent of contractors.
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7. Monitoring and Feedback
As we've noted before, there have been a lot of problems with badly
designed or installed retrofits in the past. We aim to learn the
lessons and the training and quality control can help us avoid those
mistakes.
The success of Passivhaus installations, using specialists and with a
very high level of inspection and testing, shows it can be done.
But the story can't just end there. We need to be sure that what we
have done continues to work in practice, and adjust or fix things if
they aren't working.
That's why we plan to build "post-occupancy evaluation" into all
National Climate Service projects. There will be regular check-ups on
refurbished and completed new buildings, with tests for how well
they are performing:
•
•
•
•

are they comfortable & healthy, easy to live in?
can people afford their bills?
are they using less energy and causing less CO2 emissions?
are they standing the test of time?

At the same time residents and owners will be able to give feedback
or get things looked at any time, by going back to the NCS.
The British building industry is very unregulated, with big pressures
on contractors to cut corners, and financial pressures which can take
firms out of business all too easily. But the NCS will be supported by
government, and accountable also to local authorities, so it won't
disappear to leave people in the lurch.
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8. A Chance To Go Further
EMBODIED CARBON
Some of the lessons learned in trying to retrofit old buildings can be
put into place when building new. Office windows can be designed
to avoid glare and allow more natural daylighting and so less cooling.
Natural cooling systems such as labyrinths (pipes laid in the ground
which can bring cool air into the building) and wind chimneys can be
made part of the design. Solar panels can be made as part of the
wall or roof material instead of add-ons. Good ventilation systems
can be planned with plenty of space for efficient (and therefore
quiet) ducts.
And the energy used and CO2 released when we make the building
products - the "embodied carbon" can be taken into account. Tall
buildings using concrete frames and clad in brick have a lot more
embodied carbon per square metre of space, than a lower building
with a timber or even steel frame. This will change the way we
design cities, and may even help to reduce the price of land. This too
could help create jobs, outside the NCS.
Using renewable timber - where it's grown back sustainably after
being cut - can also "store" carbon inside buildings. If it is reused
when a building is demolished (rather than burned or buried) that
could be for centuries.
That's why many green designers are so keen to build with wood
wherever possible. And that means more forestry jobs too. The UK
could increase the amount of land used for growing softwood
timber - the fastest growing and most commonly used type - and
with it create jobs in forestry (but see technical annex on this too)
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QUALITY OF LIFE & TRANSPORT
We noted in the introduction that a lot of energy (including a lot of
our energy and stress) is used in travel, for example the classic
"triangle" where people live in one place, work in another, and have
kids going to school in another still, so a car becomes the only way
to get everyone to the right place in time. We think this needs to be
changed, and though it's not a simple problem (things like making
sure every local school is able to provide really good quality
education are part of it) it can over time be fixed. That may mean
changing some buildings over to different uses, as well as making it
easier to walk and cycle.
Similarly, reducing the amount of things we buy and then throw
away will, over time, change shopping even more than the internet
already has, which will affect shops and delivery depots, for
example, so that new types are needed.
These are areas of work and jobs needed that will be covered in
other coming booklets but they may require new or converted
buildings, and many of the things we have talked about in this
manifesto will apply.
BIODIVERSITY
The single biggest threat we face as humans, after direct global
warming, is the loss of wild species. Not just because we value them
and want future generations to enjoy the wildlife we did, but
because we depend on them for our agriculture and our air, and we
are going through a covid crisis most likely caused by our destroying
jungles and rubbing up against viruses we have no immunity for.
Many people know about the decline in bees, which is driving
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industrial bee swarm transport or laborious hand-pollination in
some parts of the world. But insect decline is affecting all kind of
plants and of course birds and bigger animals.
We've spent so long fighting bugs to grow crops we have missed all
the ways in which we need them. And while in the past caring about
nature seemed a very middle class thing, we know that workers all
over Britain can see the impact of high carbon development on
wildlife and green spaces - big roads and driveways, removing trees
which are "in the wrong place" and so on.
That's why we propose to take the opportunity to restore
biodiversity wherever possible in each National Climate Service
project.
Sometimes that may simply mean agreeing to put a strip of native
hedge plants at the bottom of each garden in a terrace, with small
holes to allow animals to get between them. Sometimes it may
mean a proper green roof with wildflowers on, a small green roof on
a recycling store, and nesting boxes for birds and bats. Even bird
feeding tables could be provided, giving a lot of pleasure to people
too.
In every case it will be down to the tenants and owners to agree
what is done, but the point is we won't forget it, or see it as "soft"
and unimportant, and there will be funding for it.
And any planting we do will of course contribute directly to reducing
greenhouse gas levels, as the plants absorb CO2.
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9. Summary and Jobs
We estimate that over the next 25 years this programme will create
the following jobs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

900 000 workers retrofitting homes30
450 000 workers retrofitting other buildings31
10 000 building energy assessors
10 000 general surveyors or architects32
10 000 support staff
200 000 workers providing materials & components33
40 000 workers providing on-site renewable energy34
12 000 building inspectors

That is a total of 1,632 000 workers over 25 years, who should be
able to cut CO2 emissions from buildings by over 90%.
Of this number we estimate just over 300,000 are already working
on building refurbishment of some sort but will need training in
order to work for the National Climate Service.
So the number of new jobs created by the buildings retrofit
programme we have set at 1,300,000.
There will also be jobs in non-workplace training which we will
calculate in a future publication.
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10. REFERENCES
1. DECARBONISATION OF NATIONAL GRID:
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-uk-electricity-generation-2018-fallsto-lowest-since-1994
2. ABSOLUTE ZERO REPORT 2019: https://ukfires.org/absolute-zero/
This report (Absolute Zero) was done by an independent group of scientists
who interpreted the Climate Act requirements very honestly and decided to
assume that there were no "miracle fixes" in the pipeline to rely on. The
main Committee on Climate Change produced this report in early 2019
which is more restrained but still argues along the same lines. It is a very
useful source of information, sadly the recommendations - many of which
we repeat - are being largely ignored by the current government:
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-for-the-future/
3. EMISSIONS FROM HEATING & HOT WATER:
Energy Saving Trust 2017 gives heating and hotwater as 78% of CO2
emissions from "average household"
See also BEIS ECUK 2020 tables linked here which suggest 82%!
4. REDUCTIONS IN ENERGY USE:
4.1 What is the current average overall energy use in kwh/m2/yr?
4.1.1 My first effort at this was based on the NEED 2020 data.
Median energy use (gas + electric) per household for all homes in England
Wales & Scotland - old and new - in 2018 was just over 15,000kwh
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(note the tables are based on large samples but not the whole stock)
Northern Ireland levels will be similar to Scotland so that lifts the figure a
bit, say to 15,500. And some homes are heated by oil or wood or lpg
(approx 10% max) so we can use a working figure of 17,000 kwh per home
per year.
But to get the figure we want we need to know the size of the average
home. Survey stats focus on 3 bed houses but if we put in 70m2 (the size of
a generous 2 bed flat) then we get 242kwh/m2/year.
4.1.2 My second route to this figure was via the EPC data. I downloaded
the spreadsheet which reported on kwh/m2/year for all the certificates
issued between 2009 and 2019. Unfortunately it only gave global figures
so I added a column and came up with an average figure of
292kwh/m2/year
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The EPC inspections are carried out by all kinds of people and done fairly
swiftly so there may be issues on how floor area is calculated. And at the
same time the energy use is an estimate too.
Finally I got the Energy Research Partnership report 2016 which gives a
figure for space heating of 140kwh/m2/yr and suggests that as 65% of
total energy use which would give 215kwh/m2/year
All the figures shocked me. I have however taken the average of the lower
figures to work with for this publication, ie 230kwh/m2/year [all bottom
line figures are rounded]
4.2 what is the average energy used for space heating, per m2 per year?
ECUK 2020 gives a figure of 76% of domestic energy use for space heating.
Taking the above figure that works out at 175kwh/m2/year
Energy Research Council 2016 gives 140 kwh/m2/year
Taking the average gives 150kwh/m2/year (which is 65% of the overall
figure I have chosen)
Worth noting some breakdown figures for heating (modelled)
1900 homes average 230kwh/m2/year just for heating
2014 Building Regs for newbuild - effectively current - 50+ kwh/m2/year
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1995 Building Regs - 110 kwh/m2/year
4.3 what targets should we set for space heating in retrofit?
EnerPHit* gives space heating at 25kwh/m2/yr
PH "Low Energy" raises that to 30kwh/m2/yr
But many homes won't safely make these kind of grades
Grouping by age and type we can suggest 3 initial estimating categories
for the 23m pre- 2000 homes in the UK:

A)
B)
C)

25kwh/m2/yr* for 50% of the homes built from 1930 (8million)
40kwh/m2 for the other 50% (8 million)
100kwh/m2 for the homes built before 1930 (7 million)

If for simplicity all the homes are deemed to have the average
performance (150) and we apply an average size of 70m2 per home then
we get the following energy reductions for space heating once the
programme is complete:
[150-25] x 70 x 8 million = 70 TWh/year
[150-40] x 70 x 8 million = 66 TWh/year
[150-100] x 70 x 7 million = 24.5TWh/year

[84 TWh/year before]
[84 TWh/year before]
[84 TWh/year before]

So the total UK reductions come to 160.5 TWh/year from previous
estimated heating energy use of 241.5 TWh/year - a 66% saving.
A lot more could be done on this but the point here is that in view of the
past dangers of retrofit we can't over-promise on energy use reduction.
5 . ENERGY ASSESSOR: this role may be similar to the retrofit assessor role
defined in PAS 2035 (https://www.retrofitacademy.org/what-is-pas2035/) but we use the term energy to highlight the focus and make it clear
we are talking about National Climate Service employees
6. ENERPHIT STANDARD: https://passipedia.org/certification/enerphit
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7. AECB BUILDING STANDARD:
https://www.aecb.net/aecb-building-certification/
8. HOT WATER DEMAND article:

https://www.greenregister.org.uk/blog/reducing-hot-waterdemand-in-passivhaus
9. GREENHOUSE GASES FROM HOMES: data for 2019 - homes contribute
22% or 99 million tonnes CO2e
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/857027/UK_Energy_in_Brief_2019.pdf
10. RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR GRID USE: mainly wind wave and tidal
power, hydroelectricity in Scotland
11.1 LOFT INSULATION: key figures are from English Housing Survey with
estimated additions for other countries EHS energy use, MHCLG, 20182019 plus appendices] But note that this survey iso based on
extrapolating a sample, albeit of 12,500 homes.
Number of homes with loft
Number with less than 150mm insulation

21.1 million (England only)
8.1 million (England only)

So the actual number without adequate loft insulation in the UK as a
whole may be higher, but Scottish homes may be more likely to have more
insulation installed especially recently, and I have no data for the other
countries so am taking the conservative figures.
Note also that the number of homes with no loft insulation at all is just
under 1.5 million.
11.2 Total homes numbers for the record: from same survey as item (4)
Total number of homes in
Total number of homes in

England (2018)
Scotland

24.25 million
2.62 million
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Wales
N. Ireland
TOTAL
less estimated holiday homes in UK*
net number of fully inhabited homes in UK=

1.48 million
0.78 million
28.7 million
1.7 million
27 million homes

12. ENERGIESPRONG: Energiesprong schemes in the Netherlands showed
a 55% saving per home between 2013 and 2016 (University of Strathclyde
study 2017) A report by Devon County Council & The Green Alliance gives
a figure of £110,000 per home in the Netherlands in 2010, going down to
£75,000 for the first Nottingham homes, which they anticipate falling to
£35,000 per home by 2025 if 5000 homes a year are done. A 2018 CIBSE
report gives a figure of £65,000 as the "fixed price" for the Nottingham
homes which "the aspiration is" can be reduced to around £40,000. It is
expensive but you are paying for the guarantee and follow up, in theory.
https://www.energiesprong.uk
https://www.green-alliance.org.uk/resources/reinventing_retrofit.pdf
https://www.cibsejournal.com/case-studies/a-forward-leap-how-dutchhousing-process-energiesprong-guarantees-performance/
13. OFFICE BLOCK STATISTICS: CIBSE report 2013, appendix 2, taking
average of 4 largest sample groups (public sector, central government
local government and "offices")
https://www.cibse.org/getmedia/de669556-2e1e-445d-9e3d0089b9469d5c/Hong,-Steadman-2013-An-Analysis-of-Display-EnergyCertificates-for-P.aspx

14. OFFICE BLOCK German case study of Däschler office in Erlangen,
refurbished in 2006, from "Retrofit for Purpose" by
Sunand Prasad, RIBA 2014

Greg Penoyre &

15. SCHOOL ENERGY BILLS:

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/price-comparison-site-
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launched-to-help-schools-cut-energy-bills
(On news page where minister urges them to "shop around" as an answer)
16. RETROFIT SCHOOLS CAMPAIGN: coordinated by climate action charity
Ashden, summarised in an article here: https://environmentjournal.online/
articles/school-building-programme-must-focus-on-retrofitting-existingbuildings/
The campaign page is here:
https://www.teachthefuture.uk/greenrecovery
17. ENERGY USE IN SCHOOLS: 190kwh/m2/year typical, see sector report
in Building Energy Efficiency Survey (BEES ) 2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/building-energy-efficiencysurvey-bees
18. SCHOOLS BY AGE OF BUILDINGS : from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/property-data-surveyprogramme
19. GERMAN SCHOOLS STUDY article by Johan Reiss (Frauenhofer
Institute of Building Physics)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1876610214004
329
20. SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE: EU guide with case studies
https://www.school-of-the-future.eu/images/files/
20160310BrochureSchoolOfTheFutureUK.pdf
21. ST SOPHIA'S SCHOOL RETROFIT, SCOTLAND:
https://www.hamsonbarronsmith.com/news/st-sophia-uks-firstpassivhaus-enerphit-school
22. CASE STUDY HOME FARM SCHOOL, ESSEX:

https://ashden.org/winners/home-farm-primary-school/
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23. LETI RESPONSE TO BUILDING REGULATION PROPOSALS:

https://www.leti.london/part-l
24. CIBSE RESPONSE TO BUILDING REGULATION PROPOSALS:
https://www.cibse.org/news-and-policy/policy/consultations/currentconsultations/changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regul
25. LETI DESIGN GUIDE: https://www.leti.london/cedg

The architect body RIBA has similar target figures to LETI and CIBSE:
https://www.architecture.com/-/media/files/Climate-action/RIBA2030-Climate-Challenge.pdf
26. ROLE OF SETTING STANDARDS in the economy. The goal of zero carbon
new homes by 2016 - abandoned by David Cameron - helped to encourage
contra ctors like Wilmott Dixon to prepare and upskill. In the same way the
more generous feed-in tariff helped develop a PV industry. However, big
"housebuilders" - essentially investment vehicles - have succeeded in
persuading governments to hold back or hold down building standards, so
they don't have to change the way they operate, and building material
suppliers and retailers have also been keen to continue to promote the
same materials and products. And the roll-back of green standards and
investment from 2010 on almost destroyed some parts of budding UK
green industry eg PV panels.
Wilmott Dixon are slightly exceptional today as they have since embraced
Passivhaus as a target and are training people in it. But they can only
"offer" it to clients (developers and "housebuilders") who can chose to opt
for cheaper lower standards.
27. CO2 & RESOURCES USED TO MAKE PV PANELS ETC: the cost, and
especially the "carbon cost", of equipment such as PV and solar thermal
panels and batteries needs to be taken into account when deciding what is
appropriate
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28. NETHAM WEIR HYDRO:
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/netham-weir-community-hydro-electric
Note that hydroelectric schemes need to be designed to take into account
the needs of wildlife and avoid increasing flood risk.
29. RETROFIT TRAINING FOR BUILDERS (EXAMPLE) : Futureproof's Retrofit
Contractor Training, which is currently designed to fit round the needs of
working builders and a limited number of tutors, currently takes 6-9
months. Even if this was condensed to a nearly full time course it would
still need 2 or 3 months to be successful.
https://futureproof.uk.net/im-a-builder/
The Passivhaus Trust has stated that we need to train 50% of the building
industry if we are to meet climate targets - that is 1.1 million people
30. WORKERS TO RETROFIT HOMES estimate: some of these are existing
workers who would be doing some kind of homes refurbishment anyway,
but all will need training
31. WORKERS TO RETROFIT OTHER BUILDINGS estimate: some of these
are existing workers as above, though a smaller proportion as office
overhauls for energy purposes are still rare
32. SURVEYORS & ARCHITECTS estimate: some of these are existing too,
and will need retraining
33. COMPONENT & MATERIAL WORKERS in the UK - breakdown of
estimate:
34. RENEWABLE ENERGY WORKERS in the UK - breakdown of estimate:
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TECHNICAL ANNEX
SOME DEFINITIONS
Element
a major part of a building - like a roof wall or floor
Component
an item installed in a building - like a window or fan unit
BUILDING INSPECTORS
One of the reasons why many homes haven't had even the limited
improvements required by the Building Regulations is our privatised
inspection system - turning building inspectors into hired consultants for
contractors, encouraging a "flexible" attitude to achieving standards, and
depriving local authority building control departments of the resources
needed to check on small works such as extensions conversions and
repairs, many of which slip through without approval.
Grenfell Tower saw working-class council tenants become the victim of the
drive for cost savings, unscrupulous product suppliers, incompetent or
unqualified contractors cutting corners, and consultants. But the enquiry
has also revealed that there had been cuts in building inspectors and the
inspector given responsibility for the tower had 120 jobs to oversee, with
30 on site at the same time - a massive increase in workload compared
with before privatisation.
To make sure we get this right we need to give local councils the resources
to inspect building jobs properly. We would add that, over time, we should
move away from a system which allows a contractor to pay an inspector
for approval.
STANDARDS FOR RETROFIT
At the same time, the Building Regulations can't provide detailed guidance
on how to retrofit homes which can differ vastly. There are good standards
and guidance now available, with a lot of research on what has gone
wrong in the past. We will aim for a list of approved guidance, with room
for energy assessors designers and residents to fine tune it on the ground.
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Guides like Sustainable Renovation by the Scottish Ecological Design
Association cover the whole process of retrofit, including technical
solutions.
Meanwhile the PAS 2035 standard covers most aspects of the retrofit
procedure, including training & registration for assessors designers and
installers, but in association with the Trustmark scheme it has come in for
criticism for being too much paperwork - that can make it easier for bigger
firms to tick the boxes without necessarily knowing more. The NCS will
consult on reviewing it with a panel of experts and experienced builders to
address any concerns and update it as the retrofit programme progresses.
"General" building inspectors will be able to check whether approved
guidance is being followed and if not to ask why.
INSULATION MATERIALS - OVERVIEW
Many of the materials commonly used in retrofitting buildings come from
the oil industry and a lot of CO2 is emitted in making and importing these
materials. This is also true for materials like mineral wool which can be
made from natural - but not unexhaustable -materials, fired at extreme
temperatures. The oil industry materials - like polystyrene and "PIR" foam
(the kind used on Grenfell Tower) - can also cause pollution when they are
made, are very flammable, and don't allow vapour or moisture to pass
through freely (which can lead to condensation inside the wall). They also
deteriorate, are hard or impossible to recycle, and release gases which
may be bad for our health.
For all these reasons we want to move to really sustainable materials
which also usually perform better in the damp and changeable weather we
have in the UK. But we can't make that shift instantly in every case, so we
will encourage local authorities to adopt a pecking order, preferring the
safest and most sustainable materials, being prepared to use some which
have drawbacks but are still relatively safe (like mineral wool) and
avoiding those which are known to be hazardous or inappropriate.
We have accept that mineral and glass wool insulation will be a key part of
what we do to get to zero carbon, with jobs in new plants powered
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increasingly by green electricity, locally generated where possible (eg in
South Wales or other coastal or rural sites). Plastics may also have a role
beyond "legacy" but need careful analysis of their production methods and
performance. "Bio-plastics" may step into this space in the future.
In the meantime we will be able to literally grow our own local industries
making more and more of the "new" materials. There are jobs now in
insulation in the UK - Rockwool in Wales as well as the beginning of
renewable products, plus the jobs in transport & distribution of imported
products.
We will scale up production of renewable/agricultural materials, creating
jobs on the land, both to grow more vegetables and to manage
biodiversity and flooding.
RENEWABLE INSULATION MATERIALS
New alternative insulation materials can be very beneficial to the
environment as well as creating jobs and income for the agriculture sector.
Farmers get very little for fleeces from their sheep so much of this valuable
material goes to waste.
Sheep wool insulation can be made in very large quanmtities and has
many benefits as it is hard to burn and can absorb toxic chemicals like
formaldehyde. At the moment a small amount of sheep wool insulation is
made in the UK but contains up to 40% plastic pliyetestr and toxic flame
retardants. Non toxic plastic free sheep wool is made in Austria and
Germany and they are willing to license their production methods to the
UK.
(UK wool production currently stands at 22,000 tonnes per annum,
however we need to reduce meat consumption and turn surplus grazing
land over to biodiversity, to meet our targets. If we retained half the flocks,
and used half for clothing, with say 5000 tonnes for insulation, translating
into approximately 1 million cubic metres, that would be enough to
insulate 30-40,000 homes, so it could play a role especially in rural areas,
but subject to the bigger plan on agriculture)
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Wood fibre and wood quilt insulations can be very effective and are made
from wood waste and yet in the UK hundreds of thousands of tonnes of
wood waste go to landfill every year. Again we could establish factories in
the UK to produce these materials instead of importing them from other
European countries.
Hemp can be grown on farms, making a valuable contribution to rotation
systems and producing a wide range of healthy and bio composite
products. Hemp and Flax fibre can be used to make insulation ( again only
imported from Europe) . Left over hemp straw can be missed with lime to
produce one of the most effective insulation materials for retrofitting
houses. A small industry to do this already exosts in the UK and could be
rapidly expanded with hemp processing factories set up in different
regions.
A range of recycled insulation materials are also available though even
these are larely imported, made from recycled paper, cloth and denim and
much more.
An important factor to establish the use of these materials is to end the
hostility to natural materials from bodies like the Energy Saving Trust, the
NHBC and other similar bodies.
COMPONENTS
The new insulation materials industry we hope to promote will need
workers. But we also need special components like windows and (see
below) solar energy collectors - and these also need workers. Some of the
thousands of skilled engineers losing their jobs in car and aviation
companies could choose to retrain, to adapt their skills to making
components for retrofitting buildings. For example, we don't have a largescale high performance window company in the UK - all our really good
insulating windows - "combination windows" - timber framed inside with
a separate aluminium outer frame - are imported, mostly from Denmark
and Germany. The climate jobs retrofit programme would allow us to
recruit engineers and designers to start a local high-performance window
industry.
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In the short term we could encourage (for example) Velfac or Ideal Combi
to start producing over here, by a combination of demonstrating the new
increasing market, and providing sites and infrastructure. Alongside these
and home grown companies, we can also (in the case of windows and
doors) use smaller-scale joinery workshops taking on NCS apprentices and
providing for the NCS.
PV and solar thermal panel production as well as MVHR equipment &
ducting, appropriate radiators (for lower output especially in newbuild)
heat pumps and shading devices will need engineers, as will timber
connectors and building up a green steel industry (ie recycling better and
using renewable electricity).
MVHR
Some experts don't think MVHR is appropriate for retrofit even if it can
work well for new Passivhaus buildings. The need for "breathability" in
materials with solid wall buildings especially may make it harder to reduce
energy use than we would have liked. But breathability means allowing
vapour to permeate, not letting cold air in, and making an old building
nearly airtight while providing good plentiful clean slightly warmed air
intake has to be part of what we are proposing where it can work.
There is a trade-off between the simplicity of upgrading fabric and putting
in extract fans, and installing a £5000 MVHR system with all it's 150mm
diameter pipework. However, that extra component and labour cost does
mean more jobs.
The energy assessor can look at each building and draw up a schedule of
the best retrofit possible. For the purpose of initial estimates we have
assumed 50% of retrofits have MVHR.
CAVITY WALLS
As noted above, we will need to allow for removing defective cavity wall
insulation, checking and adding cavity barriers where needed and round
windows. Endoscopes and small fibre optic cameras can assist
investigations, as well as "point-cloud" technology which allows a 3D
survey to be created electronically.
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NOTE: we are aware that in some instances a cleaned cavity can be filled,
in conjunction with EWI. This has been the retrofit recommendation of the
PHI, and used successfully on sme schemes now into their 7th year of use.
The crucial factor if this is done is that the cavity is cleared of old insulation
and debris, and the filling is water resistant and capable of being spread
throughout the cavity and not "slumping". The PHI "EnerPHit" example we
cite used XPS balls with a bonding agent.
Given the dangers and difficulties involved however we would generally
prefer to leave the cavity empty and dry.
PRIORITY ORDER (eg roofs windows walls floors) cf WHOLEHOUSE PLAN
This is based on what was easiest and most effective, as well as a logical
build sequence - eg loft and windows first to get quick carbon wins, with
walls and floors following. The latter might work well if local labour and
materials don't allow the whole lot to be done, but only if the complete
package is executed and within a reasonable time frame, otherwise we are
back to the old problems of half baked attempts. We are assuming for this
publication that every house will get the fullest package it can benefit
from.
ENERGIESPRONG
The amount of housing done this way since 2010 in the Netherlands is
enough to suggest that there is no intrinsic problem with the approach.
The prefabricated panels are insulated with glass fibre insulation (200mm
typically) and designed to be installed airtight. The key question for safety
is moisture levels in the underlying, "covered" wall. If the wall can
"breathe" inwards - and ideally outwards too - then moisture in the inner
wall can be managed. I have not seen enough details to confirm how it is
done. Anecdotally, residents after 3 years in Nottingham seem very happy.
Having said all of this, the finance model means not only is this expensive
but control and management remains with the company. Energiesprong is
a facilitating / coordinating company, others make and install the panels,
pv, other works.
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SUSPENDED TIMBER FLOORS
The floorboards need to be taken up, the floor checked for damp, any
rotten or infested timber replaced, airbricks added if necessary to ensure
good ventilation of the space below. Where the joists meet the wall they
may be altered to reduce contact with cold brickwork - a carpenter
working hand in hand with insulation installers. Then one common
approach is to add a layer that keeps the wind out (but allows vapour
through) draped between the floor joists, followed by insulation, before
replacing the floorboards.
A NEW CONSTRUCTION TIMBER INDUSTRY
The UK currently imports 90% of its construction timber. Growing softwood
and turning it into useable timber products, including engineered timber
beams and panels (like I beams and CLT) is a chance to provide jobs and
skills, and reduce the carbon footprint of building products. But expansion
of softwood plantations needs to be done carefully to avoid sterile
monocultures which damage or restrict other plants and wildlife. This can
be done, both by planting slightly differently - including open spaces - and
by mixing in broad-leaved native trees and shrubs.

https://bdaily.co.uk/articles/2019/09/26/homegrown-timber-aframework-for-sustainable-success
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HEAT PUMPS - pros and cons/ politics, WLC cycle (Carla
paper inter alia) and refrigerant dangers
MODELLING - PHPP software and use
AIR PRESSURE TESTING - during and after build
COOLING - active cooling, increased shading, building form
FLOODING - relocation of settlements, sacrificial ground
floors etc
SUDS and attenuation
DISTRICT HEATING - pros and cons
MICRO AND LOCAL CHP - is it still relevant
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